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9342 HOUSE OF FICK BUILOING, ANNEX 2 

WASHINGTON, O.C, 20515 

FEB 181978 

Dr. Pierre A. Finck 

Avenue Dorbaix 14 

Brussels, Belgium 1180 

Dear Dr. Finck: 

This igs to confirm our phone conversation during which 

you accepted our request that you come to the United States at 

our expense to be-:available for questioning by our medical 

experts and staff during the weekend of March ll and 12, 1978. 

At your request, we have made reservations for you at the 

Skyline Inn (South Capitol and 10 Eye Street, SW) for March 7 

. through 13. You indicated that you would make your own plane 

reservations. As we discussed, we will reimburse you for the 

expenses you incur which are related to your appearance. 

Expenses reimbursable by the Committee include coach air fare, 

ground transportation to and from Committee meetings, and 

$50 per diem to offset other expenses incurred, such as room 

rental ($34.56/day), meals, etc., for March 10, 11 and 12. 

We would like you to definitely plan to be available for 

an appearance before our medical panel on Saturday, March ll, 

at 1:30 p.m. at the National Archives Building. In addition, I 

would like you to call me when you are settled in Washington, 

D.C. to discuss a possible staff questioning on Friday, March 10, 

and/or Sunday, March 12, and to discuss the procedure and room 

number for Saturday's meeting. 

Please bring any records, notes, diagrams, documents, 

articles or recordings you may have made in connection with or 

subsequent to the autopsy. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to write or call 

me collect. I look forward to meeting you and hope you have a 

pleasant trip. 

With best wishes, I am fo i 

JY. 

K Task Force 

Li Il 
Donald A. Purd 

DAP:am Staff Cqunsel-
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On 16 March 1964, I went to the Veterans of Foreign Wars Building, 
200 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washin ton, DC, with Cdrs. Humes and 1 a UL hese Sefer ct Wp de Core dey Boswel1\, We reported at *@99x 1100 hours to Mr. Arlen’ Specter, Attorney at law from Philadelphia, who was Counsel to the Lerten, Commission appointed by President Johnson tod investigate the assassination of President Kennedy. 

Mr. Specter told us that the Attorney General, Mr. Robert Kennedy, “ did not make available to the Commission, the x rays films and the photographs taken before and during the autopsy of President Kennedy. ( I had Seen the x ray films in the autopsy room of the Bethesda Naval Hospital ). The autopsy photographs taken before and during the autopsy were turned over to the Secret Service in the Autopsy Room and none of the Pprosectors ever saw the processed photographs. 

Mr, Specter showed to us the clothing worn by Predsident Kennedy, the bullet recovered from the stretcher of Governor Connally and two fragments of bullets, all showing a copper jacket and all fired by Oswald's rifle. I also had the opportunity to see the ballistics report addressed by J. Edgar Hoover, FBI Director, to the President's Commissiond dated 11 March 1964, 

CLOTHING : There is a hole in the, back Orage sy president's coat, a portion of which was removed by FBI Lab ‘for)Fibers study, le is approximately 15 cm below the upper edge of the collar, to thed right. A,pother hole is found immediately below the collar taken by FBI Lab agents, for fiber control study. 

cual The shirt of Predident Kennedy, white with brown Stripes, -weth a Park Avenue Shirt Shop label, showed abundant blood in the back and front. There is a bullet hole, in the back and to the right, at 15 cm from the upper edge of the collar, Immediately below the upper button of the front is a bullet kmsksx hole perforating both flaps of the Shirt, right and left. There is dry blood on the margins of both holes. The innermost hole reveals fibers directed BUkSaKGSX outward, which indicates an exit perforation.. 

The outeérmost hole also shows this outward orientation of the bloody shirt fibwrs, byt to a lesser extent. These two anterior holes béeéw the collarbutton correspond to the exit wound found by 
the Dallas surgeon at Parkland Hospital and which was extended for tracheotomy purposes. Dallas records also show that
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>» trachea had been lacerated by the bullet. 
\ o 

did not have this information at the time of the autopsy. 

he tie worn by Kennedy, a blue * silk tie labeled '' Monsieur " 

christian Dior, showe a tear of the cloth to the left side of the knot 

and corresponding to the twos anterior holes of the shirt. 

The tie knot was not perforated but glanced by the bullet, which is 

indicated by the edt That , pere=1S=Hio=perforati
on=, he white padding 

of the tie is visible and ,the blue cloth on the S internal aspect 

of the tanot is intact, which indicates a tangential path, in relation 
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BALLISTICS REPORT FROM FBI : Ammunition used by Oswald xues- 42 

6.5 mm Mannlicher copper jacketed bullet gMuzzle velocity approx 

2100 feet per second, kinetic energy 160 Foot-pounds}<t-am-quot
ing 

Eigures—from-memory—I—
read—this-report KE. 16 -Max‘ch-and-E-am—__— 

~~ 

Tet we 16l grains, 

FBI REPORT ON CLOTHING : Perforations of the shirt in the anterior 

portion below the collar button are TYPUCAL FOR AN EXIT WOUND. 

( I wish we had had that information at the time of autopsy ) 

My examination of the MISSILES 

1. One copper jacketed bullet, consistent with 6.5 mm caliber. 

Approximately 30 mm in length. ( I was told not to touch this bullet. 

FBI wants to perform more ballistic tests and does not want the 

missiles to be handled by someoneelse. ) The bullet shows’ 

rifle markings with twist to the right. The bullet is fully jacketed 

and kept its original shape. There is only one area of discoloration 

of the jacket on the nose, showing a’flattened pale area, probably 

correspondi, ng to impact with bone or some hard surface. Phuxhukiek 

WHiRhSXappxaxxkGAxgxx
ene 

It is possible that this bullet passed through Kennedy and Connally. 

2, One portion of distorted copper jacket, approx 20 mm in diameter. 

3. One portion of copper jacketed bullet, approx % 6.5 mm in diameter 
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y restified that Kennedy was shot from behind and above. 
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ao bullet entered in the back, at 14 cm from the right acromion 

nd at 14 cm from the right mastoid process, produced ecchymosis 

of the dome of the parietal pleura on the right and came out in the 

anterior neck below the larynx, without injuring bone. ( X rays 

had ruled out bone injuries along bullet path ). The same bullet may 

have perforated the body of Governor Connally, fracturing one of his 

ribs. Bullet found on his stretcher. 

Another bullet struck Kennedy in the back of the head, at 25 mm ff 

to the right of his external occipital protuberance and slightly [c 

above. The bullet produced many fragments and andx an exit wound 

of 13 cm in the right temporal-parietal-occipital bone. Many,metallic 
FLUE Cues ‘ 

fragments were seen on the xX rays but only Oneswas, recovered) in the 

right frontal cerebral hemisphere, elongated and black, representing 

ak=the-mest one tenth of the bullet mass. 
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qf Members of the President's Commission present in the Room were : 

~ Eon Fe, OW 7Y, 

Chief Justice Warrfen, Allen Dulles, former Director of the Central 

Intelligence Agency, Senator-Geoper,—Cengressman—Eard. 

Kentucky's Republican Senator John Sherman Cooper, 62; 
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Michigan's /Republican Congressman Gerald Ford, 50; 

John J. McCloy, 68, one time US High Commissioner in West Germany. 
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I explained to the Commission 0 what basis I could identify 

entry and exit wounds in the skull. 

1. brought with me a scheme I ha prepared before the assassination 

of Kennedy, for teaching purposes; to show how to identify cd 

entry and exit in flat bones jandglass~pane/
.—; a (Cen aS 

y See aie tee 

My scheme, API RENG SHO was admitted as exhibit by 

Chief Justice Warren, as Commission Exhibit 400. 

~beebe HEEEEN ? 

_same_scheme sas albo7submrt ted--
for—publi cattron

-30"Jan "GG" 
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March 1964, 1 also had the oportunity to examine color prints, 
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Tuesday hy April 1964 

At the request of the Warren Commission, I appseared again today before 
“ 

fhe commission, for a hearing. 

I spent five hours at the Veterans of foreign Wars Building, 200 Maryland 

Avee NE. 

Individuals present were + Mr Specter, Mr Rankin, ir Kisenberg, counselo 

to the Commission; FBI and Secret Service Agents; Cdrs. Ilumes and Boswell; 

Drs. I'.W. Light and Olfivier, from the US Army Arsenal, Edgewood, "de 

I saw 4 copy of the 8 mm color film taken by an amateur and sold to Life 

Magazine for $ )0,000. I saw the movie several times, ab 18 frames per 

second and at slow motion. 

T also saw the 35 mm color lantern slides made from this movie. 

The movie and the slides show President slumping forward after being hit 

in the back. Then, 44 seems that Governor Connally has a spastic expression 

on his face, as he had been hit. His thigh is not visible and there is 

ne evidence that plood appeared on his -sbywek right wrist. Then came 

the shot through Kennedy8s head. ‘J fect heme 

I had the opportunity to examine the clothing of Governor Connally. The 

Governor will come to Washington this month, He is Governor of Texas and 

was injured when Kennedy was killed. 

Connally's clothing reveals : 

COAT :One hole in the back, on the right, at mid distance between the upper 

edge and the lower edge of the right shoulder seem, close to the Seeley 

at approximately 20 cm from the upper edge of the collar. 

One hole in the right anterior portion, at approximately 30 cm from 

the collar. 

a One peshases-big hole of the anterior edge of the wright wrist. at ug : 

TROUSERS : One- mq hole, anterior, left knee. a 1 Vig id 

a war pe 

HIRT ; Shows dry brown discoloration ( probably blood ). Shirt was ;cleaned 

and pressed before being sent to the famicsn inn Investigators $ 

Holes in back and front, larger thah in the coat. Some holes 

seem to have been enlarged with scissors’ cuts. 

One parfsovabing hole jn right cuff. 
eth 

( I did not have the opportunity to make exact measurements of coat ,or 

shirt and I am writing from memory; within two hours following my return 

from the Commission }. 

L also examined the replica of the 6.5 mm Italian ghort rifle that killed 

Kennedy. Attached to it was a Japanese optical device, magnifying four 

times, and similar to the sight used by Oswald. 

The FBL made an excellent small scale reproduction of 
‘ 
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=< pronounced ipadzab-a-Daites liospital’ SO-mmteS ET the President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, Texas, 
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The murderer had fired three shots from a sixth floor window , 

4 
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killing the Presdtdnet and injuring the Texas Governor, Mr. Connally. 

‘2 

The Prsident's far was going down a curve at approximately 15 MPH when 

first shot was ss 

the guabmonxe fir
ed. lie Mr Kennedy brought one hand to his throat and 

slumped. Xkaksxpx Rie From the examination 
of the perforating wounds 

_maythravre=cone- 
a ed 

of head and neck, kz the pullets nae ‘from behind and above the 

president. migzsequence-of 
injurics- ~¢annot-. “

pexdetermined — 

The comminuted fractures of the cranial base and vault, the deepf laceration 

of the right cerebral hemisphere, sacfoxtopavsneno
nd sine 

SEE) 

non survivable injuries. witness? 7 state
 that. the presfident Aarne} pst 

A Jee] Ce. 
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Weis body Ace survey revealed no bullets in the cadaver. 

right 

There were numerous metallic fragments in the sagittal plane of the 

head. Formalin fixed brain weihed 1500 grams and showed a severe ~Lae ation 

right sagittal Laceration of the parceeococedck Bae TALION cerebral hemisphere. 

was admitted in the emergency room of Parkland Hospital, 

in Dallas, at 1243 hours and was pronounced dead at 1300 

hours, in the mer gency rooms, . 
K 

Arteries of the brain and heart showed no plaques 

a:


